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The Journey to Greener

Mech Eng 
Community solar farm project

PhD in sustainable supply chain management
Food waste 
Micro organisations 
SMEs Dairy manufacturing 



Scope 3 emissions - result of SC activities - can account for 90-95% of
emissions in the agri-food sector. 
Nuances in sustainable decision making 
Complexities of implementing sustainability across the supply chain for small
and medium-sized businesses 
Imbalanced distribution of resources and tools between Corporations and
SMEs
A two sided market failure between firms that offer sustainable solutions and
those who seek to implement sustainable products and services within their
SC 

The Journey to Greener



What is Greener? 

Save them time and money 
 

Easy to use 
 

Connect and engage with perfectly suited partners
 

Takes into account the nuances of sustainable
decision making in SCs 

Algorithmic matchmaking platform to help agri-food SMEs
connect, discover, and work with sustainable partners  
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Who are our users?
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"We wouldn't have
found this fantastic

solution without
Greener"

"This is a really
powerful tool to find
great leads and grow

our business"

Seeker

Looking for alternative milk
Wants to reduce packaging
Prioritises alignment with
partners

Independent coffee shop

Provider

Provide locally manufactured
alternative milk
Offers innovative packaging
reuse service
Prioritises alignment with
partners

Alternative milk producer Results:

Matched!

>6 months time saved

Packaging waste reduced

Costs saved on finding the right solution

Perfect lead discovered

Sale closed quickly and effectively

Grew low impact solution 



1.Enter
company

details

3.Discover
matches

5.Go 
Greener!

2.Answer
preference
questions

4.View
companies 

& decide

How it works
Greener makes it simple and intuitive to build a sustainable supply chain
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Greener Dashboard 



Greener profile 



>135 companies 10% avg 
weekly growth

Active interest from
3 other industries

Global userbase

Traction

and many more... 11



Aug, 2021
Invited to join

PlugAndPlay Ventures
"Playbook" platform

Progress so far

Sep 2020
£92k of Innovate UK

FundingProudly supported by Innovate UK

Mar 2021
Secure £50k angel
funding - Preseed

total of £142k

Jun, 2021
greener goes live

Dec, 2021
Invited onto 

Digital Catapult
"accelerate" programme

Nov, 2021
Greener are finalists at

the Great British
Entrepreneur Awards 
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Mar, 2022
Closed a bridge

funding round of £113k



Mehrnaz Tajmir
Co-Founder + Chief Science

Dr Mendy Mombeshora
Chief Product Officer

Dan Yates
Co-Founder + CEO
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Team greener 

Victoria Yates
Head of Comms



What's next for Greener? 

Sustainability considerations at the core of supply chain
decisions rather than an afterthought 

Suite of products that help SMEs make informed decisions
 



Thanks for listening!

mehrnaz@thisisgreener.com 



Carbon saving potential 

Proven carbon saving 
- provider saving 1% food waste from being recycled through AD 
- carbon savings for the seeker: 2,903 tCO2eq

Potential carbon saving
- projection of carbon saving for 2500 active users (50% providers) 
- average business carbon saving of 1000 tCO2eq 
- Greener can facilitate approximately 1.3MtCO2eq
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